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Editor’s Rant
Putting out the Fire
Recently, the opposition in Western Australian came out in
support of “common sense” in determining licensing issues,
in response to cries that authorities are pursuing a ‘guilty
until proven innocent’ approach.
This trend of blaming venues for societal woes is hardly
new, and is of course at the heart of the issue in Sydney,
where dozens of innocent pubs and other licensed premises
are suffering as a result of the punitive restrictions imposed
by the State government.

PubTIC is sad to announce it has learned that Kings Cross
icon, The Bourbon – a centrepiece in Sydney’s international
hospitality history – is currently under offer by developers.
Chris Cheung, whose C-Inc operates some immensely
successful hotels, has had his dream to revive The Bourbon’s
legend and set a new benchmark for sophistication in the
notorious entertainment precinct slowly crushed. Last
month he announced it was on the market, citing that
“irreparable damage to trade” had tipped the balance in
favour of the offers he had been fending off from developers
to turn the old building into fancy apartments.
As Perth scrambles to find its way out of the crater of the
mining boom, wisdom is emerging suggesting more should
be done to help the hospitality businesses commissioned
with saving the State’s economy.

ways to swim, Sydney by sheer proportion of size could see
dozens of victims before its restricted venues also begin to
recover, many in a new form.
And at what cost that will be to the international reputation
of Australia’s doorway we may never know. While many
argue that there is precedent for de-focusing the specific
late-night revelry for which Kings Cross is known, if taking
example from alternates such as London or New York it
should be noted that: both of these cities enjoy far higher
population densities that inner-Sydney, and perhaps more
importantly, both enjoy violent crime rates that make
Sydney look tame by comparison.
Authorities seeking to rid Kings Cross and the Sydney CBD
of the statistical certainty of individuals behaving badly
should be on notice: these things don’t go away. Removing
them from designated areas does not fix the problem,
it simply re-locates it to other places such as suburban
watering holes and private parties, which are surely even
harder to react to and minimise.
As with other chemical fires, dousing it with water will not
put it out, only make it spread.

This is a lesson no doubt applicable to Victoria and
Queensland too, given both State’s efforts to promote
development and attract more tourists with dollars to inject
into the economy.
Meanwhile Sydney, living somewhat under the shadow of its
cobbled Northern neighbour, appears to be still on the uphill
slope of public and regulatory opinion about the value of its
hospitality industry. While Newcastle languishes in crippling
restrictions that have re-shaped its operations to the point
where they have been forced to either sink or find new
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News
MEDIA BEATS UP PUB
INDUSTRY AS VIOLENCE
DROPS
In February, media jumped to misinterpret data out of
the Bureau of Crime Statistics & Research (BOCSAR),
drawing harsh conclusions from a report released last
December, calculated on police, liquor licensing and sociodemographic data from 2011, that hotel density incites
violence. The report clearly stated that “The concentration
of hotel licences in an LGA, particularly at higher density
levels, was strongly predictive of both DV [Domestic
Violence] and non-DV assault rates.”

News services cascaded a story that Government was
reviewing the venue restrictions early – rushing due to
pressure from the liquor and hospitality industries. Despite
that a Parliamentary Inquiry recommended an early
review, and that the Minister’s spokesperson discussing
the BOCSAR data did not mention an “early review”, the
articles implied that the Government’s actions amounted to
cronyism for the “powerful alcohol lobby”.
The irony is surely the parity between figures quoted by
conflicting interests: operators report 40 per cent drop
in trade, the medical fraternity boasts the same drop in
assaults. This actually implies a zero net result; absent
patrons don’t cause problems.
The hastily implemented restrictions have already claimed
victims, but the biggest tragedy is the failure of Kings Cross
landmark The Bourbon. The original incidents, trading
restrictions and precinct-wide licence freeze all occurred
while it was undergoing renovations. Now, Chris Cheung’s
C-Inc reluctantly announced the sale of the historic and
newly-renovated venue – citing irreparable loss of trade.

GONE TO THE DOGS
KC caption: Kings Cross, 1935.
mage courtesy NSW State Library

A national story drew an argumentative conclusion that the
number of pubs was directly “linked” to rates of violence,
including in the home. This assumption was echoed by
other publications over the next two days. Predictive, or
correlative, suggests that there is a statistical link, where
causative suggests causation. In other words, pubs were
being unfairly blamed for violence.

The ABC’s Four Corners opened a hornet’s nest when it
showed secret surveillance footage of greyhound racing
figures participating in barbaric practises including pigs,
rabbits and possums being mauled and used as live bait to
blood dogs. Live baiting was criminalised decades ago due
to both its cruelty and performance-enhancing, and the
latest scandal brings the industry into serious disrepute.

What’s more, recent BOCSAR data showed assault rates
around the State have dropped dramatically – to a
predominantly silent media response. While the State
average since 2008 has dropped a very notable 37.4 per
cent, Penrith has seen a 60.1 per cent reduction, Parramatta
54.6 per cent, and Bankstown 50.6 per cent. The Australian
Hotels Association champions the numbers as a group
effort by stakeholders.
“This is a direct result of the effort local hoteliers
are putting in working with police, councils and the
community to come up with local solutions to local
problems,” said AHA NSW director of policing and liquor,
John Green.
The media scapegoating follows a similar incident in
January, when a routine announcement by the NSW
Premier’s office was mis-quoted. The statutory review of
Sydney’s CBD lock-out laws is scheduled for February 2016,
after input from numerous sources including 12-month
data BOCSAR, arriving in June.

The Victorian Government quickly announced a “broad
investigation” by the Chief Veterinary Officer of Victoria,
and the Racing Integrity Commissioner, with cooperation
from Greyhound Racing Victoria (GRV).
Well-known trainers and owners had recently assured
industry onlookers that live baiting was eliminated years
ago and that the sport was 100 per cent clean. And yet in
February allegations saw the police and RSPCA execute
simultaneous raids in three States, resulting in suspensions
for 22 people.
Read full story.
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News
IN THE COURTS
In 2014, a District Court in South Australia ruled against
a Ms Schuller in her claim that a hotel had breached its
duty of care by allowing her to (continue) dancing on
furniture whilst drunk. The single mother had previously
been removed from the furniture twice, before falling and
seriously injuring her knee.
South Australia’s Supreme Court upheld the appeal by
hoteliers S J Webb to Ms Schuller’s appeal of the ruling,
as the complainant was unable to pay bills from the first
verdict (amounting to $109,000 plus interest) and could
not reimburse legal fees should she lose again.
Justice Nicholson reiterated the District Court’s findings
that Ms Schuller “was owed [no] duty of care”. South
Australia’s AHA CEO Ian Horne told PubTIC the rulings are
a blow to the scapegoating shrouding alcohol and the law.

“These Court decisions seem to reinforce the increasing
community acceptance that adults make their own
decisions that can have negative consequences.”
Queensland’s Supreme Court ruled against Jason
Carlyon – a drunk man that was forcibly removed from
Gladstone’s Queens Hotel on May 8, 2009, who attempted
to blame security guards for the incident that left him with
a broken leg.
Carlyon testified that he had consumed ‘about 20 rum
and cokes’ before heading to the hotel, where he was
refused service and asked to leave. CCTV footage showed
him abusive and delaying, and security guards forcibly
restraining him, before both he and a much larger guard
tumble down the stairs. The hospital later confirmed a
fractured femur.
Despite viewing the CCTV footage and admitting to
police he had “little recollection of getting out the front
or going down the stairs”, Carlyon went ahead and sued
for $300,000 for medical bills and income loss. Justice
Ann Lyons dismissed the claim, ruling his resistance
caused them both to fall. “I consider on the balance of
probabilities that the force used was reasonable and
necessary.”

WA POLICE THROW BARRIERS AT HOTELS
The AHA WA has come out in support licensed venues’ struggle to satisfy authorities amid Police whip-cracking. CEO
Bradley Woods relayed how the West Australian Police Liquor Enforcement Unit recently reported assaults down 56 per
cent in the Central Metro Policing District, which includes Perth CBD.
“The AHA is not surprised that crime statistics have taken such a dramatic dive given the work the industry has put into
stamping out anti-social behaviour.”
Greater Perth has seen some venues adopt ID-scanning technology, but rumours have emerged that Police and
the Department of Liquor, Gaming & Racing (DLGR) are considering forcing their compulsory use. The DLGR is also
implementing its ‘Public Interest Assessments’ (PIA), which apply a 2-3 kilometre “radius of responsibility” to venues.
West Australian Opposition leader Mark McGowan also came out in
support of reform, calling on Government to give equal weight to the
representation of tourism bodies in licensing determinations. Police
responded by saying they involved themselves in less than 18 per cent
of the 1,713 new liquor licence applications they assessed in 2014 –
meaning 308 objections.
But Government figures show there were only 225 new licenses applied
for last year, from which just 26 were granted.
A comical example of one objection emerged, with Police insisting on
a conditional licence for Tropical P/L on the grounds of “public disorder
or disturbance”. Rodney’s jazz cellar will be a 120-capacity room offering
“jazz, blues, soul and cocktail music from the 1930s to 1970s”. Yet it
must display signs at each entry barring anyone with clothes, tattoos or
jewellery indicating membership of prominent WA gangs.
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Pub Values
NEWPORT ARMS HITS
MARKET AS BAYFIELDS
SELL FAMILY JEWELS

CHINESE DEVELOPER
BUYS ST KILDA’S PRINCE
OF WALES

After more than a year of speculation, in early February the
Bayfield family officially announced the sale of its iconic
1880 landmark, Newport Arms Hotel. The Bayfields have
gradually divested their once golden portfolio, with The Arms
undoubtedly the jewel in the crown and expectations high for
a sale north of $50 million.

Chinese developer Pub Li City P/L purchased St Kilda
landmark the Prince of Wales Hotel in late February for $45
million. 27-year-old Jiyuan “Louis” Li is the sold director and
principle shareholder in the company, which placed a caveat
over the hotel, considered one of Melbourne’s finest.

In 2012 they offloaded two of their A-grade assets, including
the Caringbah Hotel for over $44 million. The sales were
conducted through Ray White’s Director - Asia Pacific,
Andrew Jolliffe, who has now been appointed to market The
Arms.

PubTIC’ understands the sale now is attributed to interests
in Queensland property investments. Patriarch Wayne
Bayfield admits the allure of the current market climate was
compelling.
“It was a family decision and the timing seemed right in the
market,” said Bayfield.
Jolliffe told PubTIC’ the massive site has the kind of potential
to attract a lot of interest, with areas of the hotel that could
benefit from rejuvenation.

Prince of Wales

Known as a live music venue, the sale boasted a lease until
2021 to Gerry Ryan’s Melbourne Pub Group in the famous The
Prince Bandroom, a boutique hotel with 39 suites, Circa The
Prince restaurant, and function areas. The vendor was private
investor John Van Haandel.
Significantly in Melbourne’s reinvigorated developer
climate, The Prince also came replete with approval for a
32-storey apartment development and scope to extend the
venue to allow for further retail, hospitality and residential
development.
The campaign began in October, and was managed by
CBRE’s senior director of hotels Scott Callow, and Mark Wizel.
Speaking with PubTIC’, Callow suggested other hotel sales
were likely to attract developer investment.

Newport Arms

“Given that this is the first time the pub has ever been offered
to the public market, we are expecting a considerable
amount of interest, and from a wide variety of sources. The
11000+ square metre site has already attracted the attention
of developers – both local and international – as well as
hoteliers, who recognise the rarity of this opportunity.”
Built in conjunction with the Newport wharf by local
entrepreneur and Alderman, Charles Jeannerett, the Newport
Hotel was purchased by Reschs in 1919, which was in turn
purchased by Tooths in 1929. Selling the leasehold in 1986,
Tooths remained in management of the hotel until purchased
by Bayfield Hotels Pty Ltd in 1991.
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“Many of Melbourne’s pubs occupy large sites, prime locations
and attractive buildings. Investors and developers are viewing
them as prime opportunities to capitalise on the existing
operations and value add with additional residential, boutique
hotel and retail options.”

MASSIVE PUB SALES AMID
DEVELOPER BOON
Five big footprint Queensland pubs burst onto the market
in February, as favourable conditions set in. Operators Drinx
and AT Hotels are divesting pubs in South-East Queensland
boasting a massive 37,600 square metres between them, less
than three months since the introduction of new laws for

Pub Values

developers.
Drinx is putting its entire Queensland portfolio on the market,
listing Brisbane landmark the Grand Central Hotel, Redcliffe’s
magnificent Belvedere Hotel, and the Full Moon Hotel, in
Shorncliffe. The AT Hotel Group is parting with the Brisbane’s
Stafford Tavern, and the award-winning gaming-centric
Sugarlands Tavern, in Bundaberg. The hotels are located on
9993 and 14,160 square metre blocks (respectively).
All five pubs are being marketed by JLL Hotels’ Senior Vice
President - Investment Sales in Queensland, Paul Fraser,
and National Director - Pub Investment Sales, John Musca,
who point to multiple factors, including improved market
conditions and investor confidence as the “key reasons”
behind the sales.
Speaking to PubTIC’, Fraser reiterated the opportunities for
developers and innovative operators, and made the case for
“gaming-centric” operations.
“Whilst the Belvedere, Full Moon, Sugarlands and Stafford
Tavern each present different operating models, with the Drinx
assets very food and beverage focused and the AT Hotels
very gaming-centric, we believe these assets to be extremely
attractive to the market – providing huge cashflow-positive
businesses and further opportunities to develop the land to
optimise it.

relaxation of State gaming legislation.”

HI-FI BARS GO QUIETLY
INTO ADMINISTRATION
The music has stopped for prominent venues The Hi-Fi
group, with owners of the three music venues, including
former Carlton footballer Luke O’Sullivan, issuing a statement
in February. It revealed that a creditor dispute “could not be
resolved” and as a result “the creditor put the business into
voluntary administration”.
The group has operated since 1997, opening its Melbourne
venue. Brisbane followed in 2009, and the Sydney venue in
2012. The chain has headlined top Australian and international
acts such as Hunters & Collectors, Eskimo Joe, Cat Empire, No
Doubt, Foo Fighters and Public Enemy.
Melbourne accounting firm Romanis Cant was appointed
administrator. The firm’s Simon Nelson told PubTIC the
venues will reportedly continue to operate, with a four-week
campaign underway to sell them as going concerns.
“All three venues will continue to trade under my control with
the support of key employees, industry stakeholders, landlords
and other stakeholders,” said Nelson.

“Gaming authority pricing has risen sharply in the South-East
Queensland sector from a low of $67,152 in November 2012 to
a high of $131,341 in November 2014 per authority. Authority
pricing in Queensland is often used as a barometer as to how
the sector is travelling. Confidence in this revenue stream has
slowly been restored after years of uncertainty.”
Queensland’s Land Sales and Other Legislation Amendment
Bill 2014 took effect last December, designed to reduce red
tape and touted as of particular significance to developers.
Musca says Queensland saw $250 million in pub sales last
year, and investment conditions are favourable, with banks
lending up to 70 per cent on freeholds, 55 per cent on
leaseholds, and 5-year fixed rates below five per cent.
“Queensland is starting to show strong signs of a resurgence.
Positive outlook has been brought on by a number of factors
including bank lending criteria, record low interest rates and

Hi-Fi Bar, Sydney
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Pub Values
COMISKEYS SET TO REVEAL NEW MEGA-PUB
The owners of ‘Australia’s largest pub’ will open the
sister venue in April they describe as “a once in a lifetime
opportunity”. Following development delays and some
anti-noise noise from neighbours, the Comiskey Group is
soon to unveil the sprawling Sandstone Point Hotel, north of
Brisbane.
The massive venue is being constructed on the site of a
former oyster farm, held by the previous owners for 137
years before the Comiskeys bought it around three years
ago. It will feature a 3,000 square metre hotel, with 50 x 4.5star accommodation rooms.
The hotel will make use of the existing boatshed and
majestic 100-year-old 90-metre jetty, bringing eateries
focusing on fresh seafood, functions spaces and a special
events amphitheatre with capacity for up to 15,000 pax.
It was some of the grander visions for the 35Ha (350,000 m²)
site and application for a 3am licence that alarmed locals,
who drummed up some resistance and put their case to
local media and the OLGR.
“There was something of a misconception about what we
were planning to do,” director Robert Comiskey told PubTIC’.
“I went to an objection conference, spoke to a lot of people,
and much of it was sorted out. People thought the style of
the area would change a lot, but it won’t.
“I also went to the OLGR and amended the licence
application to 2am. We really don’t need 3am, it was only
ever going to be for rare occasions.
“Generally, the reaction has been 90 per cent positive.
People are already trying make bookings for weddings and
functions – it’s a magic spot.”
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The special events will commence as part of ‘Stage 2’ of the
development on the banks of the Pumicestone Channel,
along with a Big4 caravan park.
Comiskey says the hotel will largely cater to locals, who
expects will be the weekday patrons, with the venue
positioned and located well as a destination for tourism on
weekends and holidays.
No stranger to the spotlight, Comiskey and his awardwinning Eatons Hill Hotel – rumoured to be the largest
pub in the country – recently drew some hard criticism by
another group of locals when the Hotel posted a billboard
promoting an upcoming performance of Puppetry of the
Penis.
Accused by the local rag of “erecting” a confronting
advertisement sporting
“sexual innuendo”, Comiskey
submitted the ad to the
advertising standards bureau,
which promptly dismissed the
complaints of “overly sexualised
acts” by people that had
obviously never seen the show.
“I understand people get upset
that’s their opinion. But you see
and hear worse than that on
TV and radio every day. It must
have been a slow news day for
this to get a mention.
“And we’ve got the POTP boys
back again next year.”

–

Major Feature

Smouldering regulations
& the new non-smoking laws
Whether you see increasing regulation as our country striving for
improvement or ever-thickening cotton wool for a Nanny State, from time to
time businesses – particularly those dealing with the public – need to change
the status quo to remain compliant.
Fire prevention, ingress and OHS are all fair game for authorities, but few
activities have been as severely curtailed as those of the smoker. The new
financial year is set to see an assortment of do’s and don’ts marched out,
including NSW’s new rules around smoking outdoors.

PubTIC sat down with award-winning pub designer Paul Kelly, to discuss
the new smoking regulations coming into effect, and the red-hot subject of
tightening restrictions to trade.
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Major Feature
NON-SMOKING IS A
BUSINESS HAZARD
The new regulations set to come into effect in NSW 6 July
stipulate: smoking is not allowed within four metres of a
commercial outdoor dining area, or within four metres of an
entry/exit.
In a recent interview with PubTIC, leading pub designer Paul
Kelly said the noose-tightening is a threat to the drinking
culture. Kelly noted that while the new regulations are mostly
just a hiccup, hospitality operators should fight to retain what
rights they can for smokers.
It is hardly news that smoking is bad for you. Even nonsmokers have surely seen enough warnings about lung
cancer, heart disease and premature death to make an
educated choice on engaging in the habit or not. It is a matter
of choice that many adults consider.
But alcohol has always enjoyed something of a special
relationship with tobacco. Many people enjoy a cigarette
when they have a drink, even if at no other time. On that
basis, the licensed venue has become one of the last bastions
of the smoker – continually pushed from more and places in
society.
The Tobacco Advertising Prohibition began in the 1970s, and
Smoking Is A Health Hazard warnings first began in Australia
in 1973. Tobacco products were first banned on radio and
television in 1976 and in newspapers and magazines in 1990.
In 1985 all States revised legislation to accommodate four
prominent warnings, to appear on tobacco packets. In 1995
this was revised again to force six new warnings, in black print
on a white background and covering at least 25 per cent of
the pack.

The award-winning designer says acceptance of smoking
around food has been diminishing “for 10 years”, but warns
that left unchecked the “staged” approach being executed by
Health NSW will become a threat to the choices of licensed
venue patrons.
“It’s very, very important for the business mix. Whether it be
public bar, beer garden or gaming room, smoking is a big part
of the beverage culture. And I think it’s very important that we
all keep in mind the protection of smoking within the licensed
premises, and do everything we can to try and maintain that.”
A former smoker himself, Kelly admits he is now
uncomfortable being exposed to other people’s smoke, but
firmly believes in the institution of the Australian pub, which
he says embodies much of our way of life.
“Hotels have always been the backbone of Australian culture,
and the freedom of Australian culture to nip out of the office,
have a beer and bag of chips and talk a bit of shit.

In 2006 the last exemption to tobacco sponsorship in sport
– the Formula One Grand Prix – ended, and all packs were
required to have new pictorial warnings covering 30 per cent
of the front and 90 per cent of the back.
In Australia tobacco products are taxed via an excise, which
increases with CPI twice per year. Federal Government bans
smoking in all Commonwealth departments, domestic flights
and international flights leaving the country. Nationally,
smoking is prohibited in enclosed dining areas and public
places.
Licensed venues were regulated as smoke-free starting 31
October, 2007 – and in doing, completed the target to have
every workplace and public space free of tobacco smoke.
In late 2012, Australia became the pioneer of a scheme to go
further to break the influence of the tobacco companies by
forcing them to sell their product stripped of branding. While
critics of this scheme have bemoaned little benefit, and a
distinct trend toward discounted and black-market products,
countries around the world have been watching with interest
in consideration of doing the same.
12 | February 2015 PubTIC

Paul Kelly
leading pub designer

Major Feature
“Why should it be any different with being able to smoke or
not, if that’s what you choose to do? If you aren’t affecting
anyone, why shouldn’t you be allowed to do it?”

compliant gaming rooms, boasting over 100 on his books,
he is very familiar with the publican’s problem of unwanted
smokers seeking refuge amongst the poker machines.

These latest upgrades to non-smoking are really little more
than re-zoning issues for most pubs, which are fast becoming
one of the last bastions of the smoker. No physical barriers or
even partitions are required, but owners must take reasonable
steps to ensure eating does not occur in smoking areas, and
compliant signage must be displayed. These regulations
supersede compliance for any existing smoking area. Spot
fines of $300 for smokers and $5,500 for venues will be issued.

“There’s a big increase in machines set up for smokers,
because it gives them the freedom that they don’t have: to
go to another area to smoke. They can just relax, play the
machine and have a smoke.

But with laws now governing a smoker’s freedom to light up
on a beach, in a taxis, in restaurants, on a lot of council streets,
and even their own cars (if carrying a child), the last thing the
few remaining places should be doing is turning away the
legitimate business of the hapless smoker.

WHAT WILL BE AFFECTED?
“The biggest impact on smoking to these hotels is going to
be gaming,” says Kelly. A pioneer and veteran of smoking-

“We try and get people who are interested in having a smoke
to not go into the gaming rooms. We try to give them another
facility, because they are not punters, and gamers don’t want
them standing around watching the machines. Gaming is a
very private business.
“But if venues say ‘there’s no smoking in the beer garden’, and
there’s a lockout law and people can’t go out on the street
because they can’t get back in but there’s a smoking area in
the gaming room, that’s where they’re going to go.”
NSW venues considering some major changes to make the
new smoking zones possible need also beware, as a littleknown clause quietly brought in by the State Government
early last year is just starting to take effect; the established

The Palms, Chullora
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View to the Future

Major Feature
Compliance Development Certificate (CDC) system has been
modified to net compliance breaches in more than the area
being re-developed.
“They’ve brought in this new rule now that if you do a CDC,
the certifier has to go through the whole building and send a
report to Council.
“Council then come out and do an inspection, and “advise”
you about everything: detectors, fire exits, sprinklers, hand rails
– everything. They send it through as an Order, so if you don’t
do it, you’ll have problems with your insurance.
“That’s the dilemma for anyone doing any development
now – any development. Particularly accommodation; if you
look at pub rooms: none of them comply. The BCA [Building
Code of Australia] has changed so much since they were built.
There’s fire separation issues, there’s egress dimensions… it’s a
minefield.
“Development is getting very expensive. Anything to do with
accommodation, people’s lives, sleeping – leave it alone.
Forget it. Easier to knock the whole thing down and build it
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from scratch, and it would be cheaper, than bringing it up to
these codes.”
Kelly stresses his belief that hospitality venues should be
allowed criteria that can be met, particularly in the subject of
smoking and the patron’s right to choose.
On a more positive note, he suggests that while opportunities
still exist for gaming upside at some pubs, there are other
revenue streams making a cyclic comeback.
“Areas that all publicans we are dealing with at the moment
are seeing massive spikes in, are food and beverage. Especially
beverage. Food is getting them there, but the beverage side is
spiking.
“I think that every pub we’re doing now is looking at a holistic
business, and ways they can bring in branded products,
celebrity chefs, new menus…
“Not just Tuesday pizza, Wednesday trivia, Thursday free pool
– they’re actually creating these venues that have big draw
stand-alone. Multiple nights, and multiple offers. These days,
they have to.”

Feature

It’s closing time
Daniel ‘Rant’ Leroy is a pseudoveteran of the Australian hospitality
scene, having strutted about as
a licensee, general manager and
operator at some impressive Sydney
venues. These days he consults
privately to operators in Europe,
maintaining his persona of a mouthy,
cigar-smoking wanker – now residing
in France.
Chances are, somebody is about to walk into their British local
pub for a pint, maybe two, and quite possibly a rack o’ribs
or a pork pie. Somewhere else in Britain, someone might be
noticing their local has been losing custom; their sanctuary
becoming uncomfortably tranquil, and the owners more
frequently behind the bar as they can no longer afford the
staff.
Depending on who you talk to, there are up to 25 pubs closing
every week in Great Britain. But why?
Last year I came to Europe, rented a tourer and spent the
better part of six months on the road ‘researching’ what makes
a great pub, what makes a great business operator – and
what makes a mistake. The answer isn’t as complicated as
you might think, and came from operators, general managers,

licensees, owners and punters. And over a fair number of
hand-pulled pints and chicken schnitzels.
You can look at the closure figures alone, or you can also
take into account the number of re-invented venues tapping
into new, exciting and consumer-friendly ideas. Sadly I have
encountered an exorbitant number of pub operators with the
attitude that “If it worked once, it’ll always work”. And that is
unfortunately not the truth for any hospitality business model
today.
People pontificate as to why pubs are closing every week
– mostly blaming planning laws, property developers, and
the demise of English pub culture. But the bald truth is: the
majority of these pubs are just shit. They are simply just shit.
The lighting is terrible, or terribly bright. There is no music,

Veteran Australian boxer George Cook hosts Australian
soldiers in his pub, the London Tavern. April, 1937.
Image courtesy Argus Newspaper Collection of
Photographs, State Library of Victoria
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the furniture is in horrible condition, there is no warmth, and
there is definitely no vibe that is created by having those
things right.

tealight candles, cosy cushions, and even a cat available to
snuggle; a winner! Yeah, the lack of indoor smokers are the
problem.

As the consumer world evolves and continues to hone in on
our likes, people become more discerning towards where
to spend money. So why in all seriousness would someone
spend £30 in a room that makes them feel neither welcome
nor comfortable?

Not all pubs can afford fancy renovations, maybe not even
a cat, but they can afford to spend time with their local
customers and really appeal to what the customer wants. If
they are appealing to customers that want to sit at the bar
in silence with zero social interaction, then it may be time to
upset those (two) customers and change to what works.

Statistics from PwC says pubs in the UK enjoyed a revenue
increase on 2013, up 2.8 per cent to £22.15bn. Yet so many
pubs are closing. Are the now fewer pubs increasing their
prices exponentially, or are they simply just taking revenue
away from venues that aren’t doing it right?
I visited two pubs in Exeter; one had all the trimmings – pool
table, jukebox, a range of beers, and an amazing outlook over
the River Exe. The other was up a hill, much older, hidden
away and had only one guy behind the bar.
Guess which operator was having a hard time pulling in
customers? The pub by the river!
This operator did nothing but complain that business was
being ruined by new smoking laws, which meant his patrons
now couldn’t smoke indoors. “Yeah, that must be it,” I
thought… not the fact that your business is in an incredibly
prime position near a University, yet has nothing to offer a Uni
student. The juke box was full of terribly outdated music, and
if nobody threw in a pound the house music would be set to
the deafening level of zero. And the toilets looked like they’d
just been used by an entire festival.
Then we visited the smaller pub. An amazing welcome as you
enter, temperature is warm, good array of beers, whiskeys,
rums, ciders, wines and cigars – which you can smoke
outside under the cover of a shade cloth and heater. Picture

Up north, in the hand-pull capital of the UK, Yorkshire, there
is a pub called the Fleece Inn in Pudsey I will never forget;
it’s the perfect example of how to run a neighbourhood pub.
The kind of place whose closing would harm the surrounding
community.
The operators, Paul and his wife, have a full house every
night. The locals are three-times-a-week regulars, all know
each other, and all welcome you. The music is spot-on, and
the furniture so clean you don’t want to mess it up.
But his story is even more impressive. Every pub Paul
operates has turned around, and his regulars follow him.
How? He listens to every single customer, includes them as
part of the community that their hard earned pounds support,
and garners respect through a no-bullshit, positive attitude.
Paul knows his customers pay the bills, and doesn’t just do
what he pleases.
Andy Maddocks, operations director for Mothership Group in
the UK summed this up perfectly: “It’s about doing something
that many local pubs have done for years and still do:
engaging with the community. What reason can you give
them to spend time in your bar or establishment?”

Daniel Leroy
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Getting Social
The complex, powerful and potentially
hazardous world of social media can be friend
or foe. Grant Shepherd brings a touch of clarity
to the frenzy.

The 21st Century has seen the arrival of a new generation

universal power of the web, and the information-driven

in marketing for business. There’s a new kid on the block

attentions of millions of users.

when it comes to generating foot-traffic: social media.
While it might take a little education at first, this effective

Giving them voices

online tool can generate more customers, and quite

It is quite easy for one to exist – as millions of people have

possibly save a business.

done for time untold – without “updating your Facebook

Once the medium people used for boasting to friends

page” or “sending a Tweet”. It is just as easy for a small

about a fancy lunch, it has evolved from a simple one-way

business to ignore the immense amount of material flying

self-promotion novelty to an essential marketing tool that

around cyberspace. But the reality today is, if you aren’t

you must embrace to stay relevant with a new generation

doing at least the basics, your business is simply not doing

of customers.

as well as it could be.

There are several major options in social media, which

If you have plenty of business, look no further. But for

cater to different demographics and mindsets. Businesses

everyone else – from prominent pubs in high traffic areas

that use them to their advantage will tend to have a

to remote outback corrugated iron hotels – social media

presence on most, and focus on the ones most suited to

can and will help people find you, which is the first step to

their customers.

getting them walking in the door.

More than just setting up a Facebook page, social media

As of last September, Facebook’s reach was accredited as

(SM) gives everyday people the power to harness both the

an incredible 1.35 billion monthly users. The last quarter
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of 2014, it posted advertising revenue of more than $12

apply here also; plenty of businesses have seen a scourge

billion. This money was largely generated by ads targeting

of negative feedback by attempting to portray themselves

the kind of people small business also wants to target.

as heroes or martyrs. Just because you can’t see the

But a Facebook page doesn’t have to cost anything more

people hearing your words, it doesn’t pay to treat them

than some time and perhaps some innovative thinking to

like fools.

reach those people. In fact, SM works best doing the kind

Even when you do it right, not everything you say is

of thing pubs have been doing for centuries: finding ways

guaranteed to be well received. At first it may seem

to keep people engaged and entertained. The difference

detrimental to have people disagreeing with your new

is that now, instead of befriending people across a bar, it’s

lunch menu, but this kind of feedback can obviously be

across the web.

very useful.

Social media gives the faceless, effectively infinite souls

Instant feedback can help you make changes that suit

on the other end of the internet connection a voice.

what your customers want, or even brainstorm a new

Every time your pub makes a post online, it is open for

idea. Looking for a new beer to put on next month? Ask

discussion from customers – both existing and potential.

customers what they’d like to drink. Get them involved.

If they like your new Happy Hour specials they will let you

This kind of encouragement also serves as a genuine

know – not only by actually visiting your premises, but by

excuse to promote things you are doing. It hardly seems

replying to your post and even spreading it on their own

‘newsworthy’ to say “We’re putting on a different beer this

social media.

week”. But an offer to “Come in and tell us what you think
of …” is very likely to get people doing just that.
Sometimes changes can trigger a wave of SM that
takes on a life of its own. Recently, Perth’s Raffles Hotel
was in the papers over an incident where cyclists were
asked to leave due to a recent dress code change that
included no lycra. Mocked by media presenting the
story from the perspective of the begrudged cyclist,
management back-pedalled, issuing a statement claiming
a misunderstanding: it was not the lycra, but because the
hotel did not have adequate storage space for the bicycles.
This triggered a litany of customer comments on the
hotel’s Facebook page – in support of the lycra ban. They
don’t want to see cyclists wearing sweaty, flesh-gripping
outfits where food is served. The overwhelming response
prompted Raffles to back-flip again, reinstating the ‘nolycra policy’.

A story recently emerged during the South Australia
bushfires of an Adelaide hotel that was struggling to keep
its doors open. Despite being in financial hardship itself,
the Hampshire Hotel wanted to offer free beds for those
affected by bushfires in the area, and posted this genuine,
heart-felt offer on its official Facebook page. To date the
offer has received more than 500 supportive comments,
over 11,000 people have ‘Liked’ it, and 4,000 people have
shared the story with someone else – meaning even more
exposure to come.

What and Where?
Like any sophisticated market, social media is dominated
by brands that best provide what their customers want.
On that basis, some investigation into the major platforms
gives insight as to where to invest time. It’s not just about
having a presence on the ‘big two’ – Facebook and Twitter.
It really is horses for courses.
For starters, business with physical addresses need an

The hotel’s official Facebook page itself now has just shy
of 2,300 likes, which means any future posts about the
business will be seen by all those people. This simple
communication with the surrounding community,
including strangers, may have saved the business.
However, it should be noted that the rules of hospitality
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up-to-date Google+ business page. Why? Because of two

of entertaining, delicious, or plain bizarre things they

other services Google offers: Search and Maps. Google is

encounter.

still the world’s most used search engine, and obviously

Many venues, but particular those that have plenty of

it wants its service to take priority over the competition,

picturesque décor or activity, do well to leverage the

so it will rank you higher in its search results if you

power of photography to show customers – both existing

use Google+. If you want to be prioritised over your

and future – exactly what they offer. Not confined to

competition, try to have as much useful information as

the venue, show off the menu or a colourful cocktail.

possible available. At a minimum, list address, hours of

Post photos of staff serving up frosty pints at the bar on

operation and a phone number.

a hot day, or create some intrigue with a preview of the

Hospitality businesses can do well with check-in and

renovations soon to open.

review social sites such as Yelp and Foursquare. These are

Most SM can post images, but one deals exclusively with

very time efficient; once set up you practically leave them

visuals: Instagram. This is owned by Facebook, and itself

alone. They allow customers to ‘check-in’ to a venue they

has over 300 million users, who tend to be very active.

visit, and leave reviews or tips for others. Yelp is the most

Over 70 million photos are uploaded every single day.

popular, and both are completely free. The venue’s ‘checkin’ can be promoted elsewhere, such as a Facebook page,
where further people will learn about it and in turn the
venue.

Instagram is also very efficient in that you can link other
media, such as Facebook and Twitter, and when you
upload the image to Instagram it distributes to the other
channels.

The old adage of “a picture is worth a thousand words” has
never been more relevant than today. It has been proven
in many studies that no matter what the platform, social
updates with images are far more successful than simple
text. Today much of the population carries around a
camera phone – many semi-obsessed with taking pictures
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More ‘Getting Social, with Grant
Shepherd’ columns will appear in the
line-up of coming PubTIC News.

PubTIC Resources

PubTIC is proud to announce the launch of its new
Social Media services – PubTIC Social.
PubTIC Social brings cost-effective social media services to
hospitality venues. Services include:
•

Starter Pack

•

Ongoing page maintenance

•

Broadcast services

The Starter Pack is specifically designed for hospitality venues
that have little or no social media in place.
Once supplied with basic information such as trading hours,
business details, logo, we will set up, lay out and prepare
a professional-looking page on a choice of social media
platforms.
When ready to go, operators will be supplied with a set of
instructions on how to maintain the sites, and everything
required to do so.

Or, enlist PubTIC Social to maintain the pages for you for an
ongoing service fee.
Much of the power of social media comes from leveraging
technology and sheer numbers. Social media pages through
PubTIC have the advantage of our site and design resources.
PubTIC is also planning to begin broadcasting social media
bulletins on behalf of pub operators. Our ability to design,
manage and send professional email bulletins to thousands
of readers can work to the advantage of venues trying to
engage with their customer base.
Enquire about how we can help launch or improve your
news bulletins.
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